Essential Vita Rx™

Power Your Performance with "The Ultimate Multi-Nutrient Masterpiece"™

Provides an unmatched array of pure and natural nutritional support...

- Natural vitamins
- Cellular targeted minerals
- Metabolic activity factors
- Anti-aging nutrient factors
- Organic and wild-crafted herbs and botanicals
- Green whole food factors
- Cellular energy enzymes
- Natural phytochemicals
- Plus an arsenal of antioxidant defenders

Essential Vita Rx™ supplies your body with a treasure trove of nature’s rich nutrition.

Elevating Biological Performance to it’s Highest Levels
When taken by itself, Essential Vita Rx™ provides maximum nutrition.

Essential Vita Rx™ also provides strong synergistic support when used in combination with ae•on™ Ingestible Growth Hormone.

New Standard for Excellence
At AARL, our business and passion is life performance and longevity enhancement, not just selling vitamins. There is no better natural multiple vitamin formula available than Essential Vita Rx™.

Nutritional Power
Excellent for both men and women, Essential Vita Rx™ is more than just another "super high potency" multiple vitamin, and firmly establishes the Gold Standard by which all other multi-nutrient complexes are compared. Others may claim to have higher potencies, or some may claim more of this or that isolated nutrient, but none can deliver the balanced and complete nutritional power that Essential Vita Rx™ can.

Need for Supplementation
Our food supplies today are not what they once were and stresses from our lifestyles and living environments are extremely nutrient depleting. An overwhelming body of scientific evidence also shows that multi-nutrient supplementation optimizes health. However, most multi-nutrient products are deficient when it comes to objective analysis of nutrient potency, purity, completeness and absorbability. These crucial factors determine the ultimate benefit you derive from a nutritional supplement.
High Performance Sports Fuel

Provided in capsule form for convenience, Essential Vita Rx™ is high performance fuel for your personal metabolic machine.

Even though Essential Vita Rx™ was not designed specifically for athletes, it has been used with solid success in all areas of sports performance and is used by world-class competitors in their driving quest to be their best.

Extending Biological Limits

Enhancing immunity and offsetting the onset of premature cellular damage, Essential Vita Rx™ provides your body with the premium cellular fuel it needs to run like a champion for the rest of your life.

When Essential Vita Rx™ is utilized in combination with our exceptional Growth Hormone products such as aeon™, their synergistic effects multiply your youth promoting efforts, so you look better, feel better and perform better!

Your Team

At AARL, we are committed to developing the most advanced nutritional tools in the field of Anti-Aging.

All AARL products are compatible, and specifically designed for Growth Hormone Therapy. When taken together in any combination to fit your personal health needs, they perform as an unmatched Anti-Aging nutritional support team.

As pioneers in natural health and longevity research, we at AARL are committed to helping you reach your personal peak in your pursuit of staying young.

At AARL we help you keep your body young, so you'll look better, feel better, and have more energy for life.

Don't let another day go by without taking action!

You can change and improve your life and health significantly for the better. Let the professionals at AntiAging Research Laboratories help you start today.

Please call us if you have any questions or you would prefer to order by phone. 1-888-ANTIAGING (268-4244)

We're here to help you Look and Feel your best! We want you to live a long and healthy life... live long, live well.

For further information or to order, please visit our website: www.antiagingresearch.com or e-mail us at: info@antiagingresearch.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA, and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

OTC AEON is produced according to the guidelines of the HPUS.